
Proposed F2023 Title V Fee Rule

Stakeholder Webinar – October 6, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Tennessee Department of Environment & Conservation’s Division of Air Pollution Control’s webinar on the proposed changes to Tennessee’s Title V Fee rule.  We will wait a couple of minutes to allow additional participants to join.After beeps slow down:Good afternoon, my name is Jimmy Johnston and I am the Deputy Director of Permitting and Regulatory Development for the Tennessee Division of Air Pollution Control.  This is the webinar on the Division’s proposed changes to the Title V Fee Rule.  If adopted, these changes will go into affect for Title V fees that are due in 2023.With me here today or online are:  Mary-Margaret Chandler, the Division’s Business Manager; Lacey Harden, the technical lead of the permitting and regulatory development program;  Olga Jacobsen, Manager of the Emissions Inventory Program which manages the Division’s fee systems;  and Mr’s Randy Powers of the Emissions Inventory Program.  Mr Powers will be hosting the webinar with the assistance of Ms. Jacobsen.  At this point, I would like to turn it over to Mr. Powers Who will provide instructions on how to ask questions and other technical aspects of the webinar.  (Turn it over to Randy)Today’s webinar will cover 1) an overview of the statutory and regulatory provisions pertaining to Title V fees, 2) a brief history of changes to the Title V fee system over the past five years, 3) the current financial situation of the Title V program which will illustrate the need for changes to the Title V fee rule, and 4) the proposed revisions to the rule.



Title V Fees
Statutory and Regulatory 

Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First the statutory and regulatory requirements.



What Statutory Requirements Apply to Air Quality Fees?

Tennessee Environmental Protection Fund Act
TN Code § 68-203-103 – Fees

(a) (1) In order to facilitate the proper administration of each 
statute listed in § 68-203-101(b), the department of 
environment and conservation shall charge fees for the 
various services and functions it performs under each of 
those statutes, including, but not limited to, permit 
processing fees, permit maintenance fees, license fees, 
registration fees, plans review fees, facility inspection fees 
and emission fees.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Tennessee Environmental Protection Fund (or EPF) Act required the Division to charge various types of fees to fund services of the Division.Title V fees are Emission Fees and include provisions for Permit Maintenance Fees.



What Statutory Requirements Apply to Air Quality Fees?

Tennessee Environmental Protection Fund Act
TN Code § 68-203-103 – Fees

(a) (2) The level of these fees shall be determined after 
careful consideration of the direct and indirect costs 
incurred by the department in performing its various 
functions and services under each of the statutes listed in §
68-203-101(b).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EPF Act states that fees must cover both Direct and Indirect costs.  Examples of indirect costs include  -  human resources, OGC, IT, budget & fiscal services, TDEC & BOE management & admin, communications & external affairs.  These are spelled out in Title V Workload which is posted along with the proposed rule and information regarding this webinar on the Division’s web page.



What Statutory Requirements Apply to Air Quality Fees?

Tennessee Environmental Protection Fund Act
TN Code § 68-203-103 – Fees

(a)(3) It is the intention of the general assembly that the fees 
shall provide funding for additional staff of the 
environmental regulatory programs and an improvement 
of the salaries and benefits of the existing staff of the 
environmental regulatory programs, to continue to improve 
performance in carrying out its duties.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EPF Act also states that fees shall be increased to provide for salary increases.This includes Pay-for-Performance increases adopted by the Tennessee General Assembly under TEAM Act of 2012.  It should be noted that the General Assembly have adopted Pay-for-Performance increases twice since the current fee rule was adopted in 2019 and are expected to do so at least one more time before Title V fees are due in 2023.



What Statutory Requirements Apply to Air Quality Fees?

Tennessee Environmental Protection Fund Act
TN Code § 68-203-103 – Fees

(a)(3) (continued) Prior to promulgating any fee increase, the 
authorities listed in subsection (b) shall review the basis for 
the fee increase and make a determination that the fee 
increase is warranted. The factors in the determinations 
shall include, if relevant: staffing needs, ability to attract 
and retain quality staff, feasible cost containment 
measures, comparisons with salaries paid by other 
governments and the private sector, levels of federal 
grants and state appropriations, and the ability of the 
program to maintain or improve its performance in 
carrying out its duties.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EPF Act specifies the Factors used to establish Fees – Most Factors specified here were used to develop proposed Title V fee increase



What regulatory requirements apply to air quality fees?

1200-03-26-.02 CONSTRUCTION AND ANNUAL EMISSION 
FEES 
(1) Purpose 
(a) It is the purpose of this rule to establish construction 

fees, annual emission fees, and permit review fees for 
sources subject to permitting pursuant to Division 1200-
03 sufficient to supplement existing state and federal 
funding that covers reasonable costs (direct and 
indirect) associated with the development, processing, 
and administration of the air pollution control 
program. This will provide for better quality evaluation of 
the impact of air emissions on the citizens of Tennessee, 
and timely permitting services for sources subject to 
permitting requirements. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOW the Regulatory RequirementsThe provisions shown here apply to All Fee RulesSpecifies that fees shall cover Direct and Indirect costs similar to the statute.Please note the instructions provided by the underlined text.  This indicates that the fee system should balance protecting air quality and providing service to businesses of the state.



What regulatory requirements apply to air quality fees?

1200-03-26-.02 CONSTRUCTION AND ANNUAL EMISSION 
FEES 
(1) Purpose 
(b) Such costs shall include, but not be limited to, costs 

associated with review of applications and reports, 
issuance of required permits and associated inspections
of sources, unit observation, review and evaluation of 
monitoring results (stack and/or ambient), modeling, 
and costs associated with any necessary enforcement
actions (excluding penalties assessed).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Regulatory Requirements that pertain to fees in general specify what shall be funded by fees.



What regulatory requirements apply to Title V fees?

1200-03-26-.02 CONSTRUCTION AND ANNUAL EMISSION FEES 
(1) Purpose 
(c) Annual emission fees collected from sources named by the Board in the 

Division’s Workload Analysis as being major sources pursuant to the 
provisions of Title V of the federal Clean Air Act and the federal regulations 
at 40 C.F.R. Part 70 [FR Vol 57, No. 140, Tuesday, July 21, 1992 p32295-32312] 
and the definition of a major source in subparagraph 1200-03-26-.02(2)(g) 
shall be used to pay for the direct and indirect costs of: 

1. Preparing generally applicable regulations or guidance regarding the 
permit program or its implementation or enforcement; 

2. Reviewing and acting on any application for a permit, permit revision, or 
permit renewal, including the development of an applicable requirement as 
part of the processing of a permit, or permit revision or renewal; 

3. General administrative costs of running the permit program, including the 
supporting and tracking of permit applications, compliance certification and 
related data entry; 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final two slides show the regulatory requirements for Title V Fees.  This includes more specifics on what Title V Fees must cover.These provisions are based on Federal statutory & regulatory requirements.



What regulatory requirements apply to Title V fees?

1200-03-26-.02 CONSTRUCTION AND ANNUAL EMISSION FEES 
(1) Purpose 
(c) Annual emission fees collected from sources named by the Board in the Division’s 

Workload Analysis as being major sources pursuant to the provisions of Title V of the 
federal Clean Air Act and the federal regulations at 40 C.F.R. Part 70 [FR Vol 57, No. 140, 
Tuesday, July 21, 1992 p32295-32312] and the definition of a major source in 
subparagraph 1200-03-26-.02(2)(g) shall be used to pay for the direct and indirect costs 
of: 

4. Implementing and enforcing the terms of any part 70 permit (not including any court 
costs or other costs associated with an enforcement action), including adequate 
resources to determine which sources are subject to the program; 

5. Emissions and ambient monitoring; 
6. Modeling, analyses, or demonstrations; 
7. Preparing inventories and tracking emissions; and 
8. Providing direct and indirect support to sources under the Small Business 

Environmental Assistance Program.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a continuation of the previous provision.



Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any questions about the statutory or regulatory provisions related to Title V fee rule.Turn over to Randy to give directions on how to ask questions.



Recent History of 
Title V Fee Rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will now present a brief Recap of Title V Fee actions in past several years.



Prior Rulemakings and Financial Results

• Fee Increase Adopted in 2017 following 2-Year 
Stakeholder Process
– Went into Effect in 2019

• Phase II rulemaking 2018 discontinued by TDEC
– Internal short term funding plan implemented

• FY2019 & FY2020 Expenses
– Expenses Reduced by Funding Plan in Short Term

• Limitations on Filling Vacancies
• APC did not Pay TDEC G&A Expenses
• Other Austerity Measures Put Into Place (e.g., Travel, Computer 

Replacements)
– Some Expenses Covered by Project Restore

• Actual 2019 Fee Collection - $5,722,729
• Actual 2020 Fee Collection - $ 5,725,280

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read first two bullets.Because a fee increase was not adopted in 2018, the Department of Environment and Conservation put the Air Pollution Control Division on what we call a “spending plan” for two years.  Some of the cost-saving measures implemented during this two year period are shown her.  An important part of the spending plan was that the Division was relieved from paying for General & Administrative expenses provided by the Department.  If these had been paid, the Title V portion would have been about one million dollars per year.  The limitation on filling vacancies and other measures temporarily reduced Title V expenses by hundreds of thousands of dollars per year.The fee increase that WAS adopted in 2017 became affective for fees due starting in 2019.  The amounts collected (about $5.7 million dollars per year) are shown here.



Title V Fee Collections & Expenses
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This bar graph shows the Division’s Title V Fee expenses and collections for Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020.  Due to spending plan, the fees sufficient to cover expenses.



Prior Rulemakings and Financial Results

• Fee increase adopted in 2019
– Effective for 2021 Fees

• APC Proposal – Two Year Phase-In
– Projected 2021 Fee Collection - $7,810,839
– Projected 2022 Fee Collection - $8,045,164

• APC Recommendation after Public Hearings
– One Year Only
– Projected 2021 Fee Collection - $7,066,366

• Board Adoption
– One Year Only
– Projected 2021 Fee Collection - $6,819,868

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spending Plan then Ended.  APC started paying TDEC General & Administrative Costs Again.Fall, 2019 – Briefed Board on 2-year phase in that would result in fees sufficient to cover expenses AND rebuild the Title reserve to an amount recommend by the Air Pollution Control Board – About one million dollars..  Went through Public Comment process.  Stakeholders indicated that Board should adopt the fee increases one year at a time.Result of public comments – December, 2019 Board Meeting, APC presented two options 1) APC recommendation for 1-year fee increase, 2) Tennessee Chamber of Commerce and Industry option of slightly lower 1-year fee increase that APC projected would use most of Title V reserve.  Both would significantly reduce the Title V reserve.Board adopted Chamber option.As a Result in Fee Increase…APC was able to start returning to staffing levels indicated in the Title V workload Analysis adopted by the board.  This includes Key Vacancies it has held vacant while on the funding planAs noted in draft FY2023 Workload Analysis, the delay in hiring and training has led to shortage of trained staff.  This has resulted in a Backlog of Title V (and non-Title V permits).  Missed Federal Regulatory Deadlines.  Due to the lack of sufficiently trained staff, the Division is currently prioritizing Construction permits which bring jobs and investments to Tennessee.  This is a challenge given historic industrial growth in state.  Applications from new and existing Title V facilities.  Highest number of PSD permits in last two decades.  We are actively managing growing backlog.IMPORTANT – APC projected that fee adopted by board would generate $6.8 Million, which was LESS than projected expenses and could significantly reduce or even deplete the Title V reserve.In February of this year – Board adopted FY2022 Title V Workload Analysis.  APC did not present fee increase. Due at least in part to the pandemic and high level of uncertainty in numerous areas (expenses, business markets, etc.….). - We have been able to cover the funding shortfall using Title V reserve.



Actual 2021 Title V Fees Collections
• Projected FY2021 Fee Collection - $6,819,868
• Actual 2021Fees Due - $6,245,562
• 2019 fee rule, effective in 2021, collected over 500k less than projected 

What Happened?*
– Nine Facilities with Actual 2021 Fees $10,000 or More Below than 

Projected 2021 Fee
• Totaled $653,405 Less than Projected
• Due to:

– Change in Method of Fee Calculation (3)
– Permanent Physical Changes or Reduced Utilization (3)
– Temporary Utilization/Production Changes (3)

• Highlighted Changes are anticipated to be Permanent Changes
– Five facilities did not pay Title V fees in 2020
– Total 2021 Fees for Remaining Facilities Close to Projection

*Compared projected 2021 fees (based on 2020** emissions and allowable emissions) and actual 2021*** emissions, both using current fee 
rates.
**CY2019 or FY2020
***CY2020 or  FY2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, Actual Title V fee collected in 2021 were significantly less than projected.  About a half a million less.Actual Fee Due , based on the Title V fee reports, the last of which were due date 9/28/2021.  At this point, we are not certain that all of the fees that were due have been actually received. I investigated the reason for the low fee collection.Method - Compared estimated fees using 2020 data and actual fee report data received in 2021Results:9 Facilities whose actual fees more than $10,000 below what was projected.  The difference for these 9 facilities was $650,000 less than projected.  Of these nine:3 Changed calculation method as allowed by the rule.One calculated NOx based on ACTUAL in 2020, ALLOWABLE in 2021. Actual close to 4000 tons. Because Allowable rate 60% lower than actual rate,  fees $124,000 less  (TVA Cumberland)Two calculated fees based on Allowable emissions in 2020, Actual in 2021.  Actual Emissions significantly lower than Allowable - $164,000 less (TVA Gleason & Granges)Three have reduced emissions based on physical changes that have occurred at the facility or reduced utilization.  These changes are permanent.One with coal-fired boilers operated less in 2020 than 2019 –  one will permanently retire as early as 2021, $16,000 less in FY2021, Even Less in FY2023) (BAE)One facility shut down during COVID, recently permitted to convert to different process, will come back up, but with lower emissions (Domtar)- One has reduced utilization ahead of permanent retirement in 2023 (TVA Bull Run - $24k)Emission Reduction from these two Categories are Permanent.  Will not go back upOne had two large units with extended maintenance outages -  $105,000 (TVA Gallatin)One had combination of changes due to production changes and COVID related reductions, $31,000 less (Nissan)One with reduced utilization due at least in part to CoVID (TVA Kingston $147k)Regarding the other 198 facilities – read slide.  



Actual 2021 Title V Expenses

• $6,346,333
• FY2021 Expenses Reduced by

– Delay in filling vacancies due to hiring freeze and unexpected 
retirements creating vacancies 

– COVID (e.g., travel restrictions)
– Some Expenses Covered by Project Restore in order to spend full 

state appropriation to zero
– Used Portion of Reserve to Cover Title V Expenses in FY2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FY2021 expenses were significantly lower than normal.Covid-related reductions: travel, training, office supplies, copier usage, charges by other state agencies (don’t know why but hypothesize that their expenses less…passed on to TDEC) As a result, we started FY2022 (July) with about $1.5 million in Title V reserve.



Title V Fee Collections & Expenses
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the previous information presented in Graphical Form.



Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any questions about the Title V fee changes that have occurred in recent years.Turn over to Randy to give directions on how to ask questions.



Proposed Changes to 
Title V Fee Rule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now the proposed changes to the Title V fee rule.  You can find these by going to www.tn.gov/environment, then selecting Public Participation, then Air Notices & Hearings, then Public Hearings/Public Meetings.  The Title V fee rule change has a date of August 25, 2021, which was the date it was posted on our web site.



Projected Income & Expenses

• Projected 2022 and 2023 Income without Fee Increase
– Based on reported 2021 emissions
– Projected 2022 TV Income = $6,245,562
– Projected 2023 TV Income = $6,245,562

• Projected Expenses
• FY2022 - $7,200,000
• FY2023 - $7,500,000

• Expected to use significant amount of reserve to cover 
FY2022 expense

• Exhaust reserve in FY2023

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Income – adjusted 2021 income ($6,273,652) to account for temporary reductions (4 facilities – Kingston, Bull Run, Gallatin, Nissan); Physical modifications to be completed in 2022 (Domtar and BAE)Expenses – FY2022 & FY2023 increases due to:	- Staffing levels indicated in Title V Workload Analysis for FY2022 approved by board earlier this year and included in the draft Workload analysis for FY2023.	- FY2021 & FY2022 PFP, estimated PFP for FY2023	- Increase in rent and other expenses beyond control of APC	- return to “new normal” with AWS		



Title V Fee Collections & Expenses
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Need to updated 2023 projected 
collections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same information in graphical Form.  See Projected shortfall in FY2022 (this year) and FY2023.  The proposed rulemaking is to address the shortfall in FY2023.



TV Fee Data
(without fee increase)
Reported Emissions and Fee Data Reported in 2021

Billable Non-EGU Actual Tons1 20,235

Billable EGU Actual Tons1 6298

Billable Non-EGU Allowable Tons1 66,363

Billable EGU Allowable Tons1 8015

Number of Sources Paying Minimum Fee 55

Total Number of Sources2 207

Total Fee (Estimated) $6,245,562

1does not include tons for sources paying minimum fee or emissions over 4000 tpy cap
2all sources pay base fee, includes sources paying minimum fee

• Data Provided for Stakeholders use for Commenting on Proposed Fee 
Rule

• APC Cannot Project if Future Emissions Data will Reflect 2021 Data
• Using historical data for projecting future revenue has proven to be  

unreliable and doing so comes with high level of risk 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The information provided in this slide is the data from the Title V fee reports received in 2021.  As usual, we use the most recent data to project Title V fee income for future years.Please note, that based on what happened with Title V fees this year, it has become apparent that the Division can no longer project Title V fees for future years with a significant degree of confidence.This is due in part to provisions in the rule that allow facilities to change HOW they determine their fees (from switching from allowable to actual and vice-versa) from year to year.This information is provided for stakeholders use in order to evaluate how changes in the Title V fee system MAY affect overall Title V fee income.  HOWEVER, if you choose to use this data, you should do so cautiously and realized that there is a high level of uncertainty regarding future Title V emissions.



Fee Calculation Basics

• Total Fee = Actual Tons x Actual $/ton Rate + Allowable 
Tons x Allowable $/ton Rate + Base Fee
– Different $/ton rates for non-EGUs and EGUs

• If Total Fee < Minimum Fee – Pay Minimum Fee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a reminder, this is how Title V fees are calculated.Read Slide



Proposed Title V Fee Rule

• Need for Fee Increase
– Starting from Behind (current rule collected ~$600,000 less than 

projected)
– Fee Rule Adopted in 2019 Did Not Fully Fund Title V Program

• Amount of Increase
– Projected FY2023 Income = $6,245,562
– Projected FY2023 Expenses = $7,500,000
– Shortfall = $1,254,438

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDEAfter first bullet - Note that previously, I said about $500k short, this slide says about $600k short.  The actual calculated shortfall was $561,770…which is between these two values.  This assumes that all facilities will pay what they were invoiced or reported.  We are in collections with at least two facilities.About half of fee increase needed to make up for shortfall from rule adopted in 2019About half of fee increase needed for Title V fees to fully-fund Title V program



Proposed Title V Fee Rule

Current Rule Proposed Rule

Base Fee $5000 $6000
Minimum Fee $9000 $10,000
Non-EGU Allowable $/ton $40.20 $48.50
Non-EGU Actual $/ton $64.20 $70.50
EGU Allowable $/ton $57.00 $68.00
EGU Actual $/ton $90.00 $98.50

• Changes to 1200-26-.02(d)(9)
• Proposed $/ton rate represents Actual-to-Allowable Ratio 

of 1.45 to 1

• Projected Income with Fee Increase = $7,186,971

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on input from Stakeholder Listening Session, we are increasing each aspect of the current fee system by some amount.READ SLIDEDollar per ton rates based on actual to allowable of 1.45 to 1 (compared to previous ratio of 1.6 to 1) – To lessen impact on income due to changes in fee calculation choicesComes close to cover expenses based on estimated expenses in DRAFT workload analysis, but not all the way there.  Does not include additional funding to restore reserve.THIS PROJECTION MAY OR MAY NOT BE ACCURATE.  OTHER PROJECTIONS DONE BY THE DIVISION USING DIFFERENT METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS HAVE RESULTED IN SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT RESULTS.



TV Fee Data
(with fee increase)
Reported Emissions and Fee Data Reported in 2021

Billable Non-EGU Actual Tons1 20,415

Billable EGU Actual Tons1 6298

Billable Non-EGU Allowable Tons1 66,814

Billable EGU Allowable Tons1 8015

Number of Sources Paying Minimum Fee 47

Total Number of Sources2 207

Total Fee (Estimated) $7,186,971

1does not include tons for sources paying minimum fee or emissions over 4000 tpy cap
2all sources pay base fee, includes sources paying minimum fee

• Data Provided for Stakeholders use for Commenting on Proposed Fee 
Rule

• APC Cannot Project if Future Emissions Data will Reflect 2021 Data
• Using historical data for projecting future revenue has proven to be  

unreliable and doing do comes with high level of risk 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The emissions data is similar to what was presented earlier, but with the proposed fee rates, base fee, and minimum fee imposed.  Because of the increase in the fee rate and base fee, we would have fewer facilities paying the minimum fee, even thought the minimum fee would be increased.  This results in the billable non-EGU tons going up slightly.AGAIN…USE OF THESE FIGURES TO PROJECT WHAT THE PROPOSED FEE RULE WILL BRING IN SHOULD BE USED WITH CAUTION.



Proposed Title V Fee Rule

• Remove Construction Permit Fee Exemption for Existing 
Title V facilities
– 1200-03-26-.02(5)(a) and 1200-03-26-.02(9)(a)

• APC Issues ~ 300 Construction Permits per Year
– ~15% Issued to Title V Facilities

• Estimated Income from Title V facilities < $10,000/yr
• Effective 7/1/2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are also proposing to remove an provision that exempts existing Title V facilities from having to pay fees for construction permits.Very little cost to facilities	Many changes that require construction permit for non-Title V facilities can be done with Minor Mods for Title V facilitiesNo significant income anticipated.  (We currently only collect about $50k/yr in construction permit fees).However, the Division and the Board of Air Pollution Control have seen a need to diversify the Title V revenue system. The construction permit fee income from Title V sources delivered under this change, if adopted by the board, can be compared to the workload required to issue the actual construction permits for those facilities.  This will help to inform our future work on diversifying the Title V revenue system.Effective 7/1/2022.  If asked – Applications submitted on or after that date.Also, we are taking comments on what fees should be for major source reviews, if different from current rates



Tentative Schedule

• Listening Session – 6/9/2021
• Present Draft Title V Workload Analysis to Board –

8/11/2021
• Present Proposed Title V Fee Rule to Board – 8/11/2021
• Stakeholder Webinar – 10/6/2021
• Division will meet with stakeholders as requested through 

end of comment period
• Public Hearing & Close of Comment Period – 10/18/2021
• Board Consideration of Final Approval of Final Title V 

Workload Analysis – 11/10/2021
• Board Consideration of Final Approval of Title V Fee Rule-

11/10/2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDE



Submitting Comments on Proposed Rule

• Via mail to:
Technical Secretary
Tennessee Air Pollution Control Board
William R. Snodgrass Tennessee Tower
312 Rosa L. Parks Avenue, 15th Floor
Nashville, TN 37243

• Via email to:
Air.Pollution.Control@tn.gov

• Comment deadline = October 18, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this webinar was to educate stakeholders and answer questions about the proposed changes to the fee rule.If you would like to submit comments for the record,  you can do so as shown on this slide.Submit via regular mail to the address shown on this slide.Submit via email – Mention in subject line of email that you are commenting on proposed fee rule to ensure your email is properly routed.Comment deadline is close of business Monday, October 18, 2021.

mailto:Air.Pollution.Control@tn.gov


Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any questions about the proposal or anything else covered in this presentation?Turn over to Randy to give directions on how to ask questions.Thank you for your participation.
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